TEVEN-TINTENBAR PUBLIC SCHOOL
BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE (BYOD) STUDENT AGREEMENT

Students must read and sign the BYOD Student Agreement in the company of a parent or caregiver unless otherwise directed by the principal.

I agree that I will abide by the school’s BYOD policy and that:

- I will use the department’s Wi-Fi network for learning.
- I will use my device during school activities at the direction of the teacher.
- I will not attach any school-owned equipment to my mobile device without the permission of the school.
- I will use my own portal/internet log-in details and will never share them with others.
- I will stay safe by not giving my personal information to strangers.
- I will not hack or bypass any hardware and software security implemented by the department or my school.
- I will not use my own device to knowingly search for, link to, access or send anything that is:
  - offensive
  - pornographic
  - threatening
  - abusive or
  - defamatory
  - considered to be bullying
  - rated PG+, M or R rated.

STUDENT NAME ______________________    DATE ____________
STUDENT SIGNATURE ___________________________

PARENT NAME __________________________
PARENT (legible) SIGNATURE __________________________